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MRS Annual Review 2016/17

Introduction
Jane Frost, CEO, MRS
Mrs.org.uk/blog
The growth of our sector to £4.8bn in 2016 was hugely
encouraging and a good position from which to consider
the changing nature of the business of evidence.
The sector is evolving rapidly, driven partly by technology and big data, but also by the
increased need from businesses to ask the ‘why?’ of their data, not just ‘what’. MRS must
support the needs of clients and agencies in this changing environment. We continue
to provide the training and professional development needed to support teams with
diverse needs: from data science to storytelling, through to behavioural and qualitative
methodologies. Capability and capacity development – particularly as GDPR begins to
bite – is critical to the improvement of research, and our recognition of this is one of the
reasons MRS is a global leader (p.5).
That proper insight effectively applied delivers growth to any organisation is now a given.
The challenge is in the process and the people. Striking the balance of skills was well
demonstrated in our Delphi report ‘Towards an insight driven organisation’, with the
insight sweet spot clearly identified (p.6).
There were real signs that the sector is not only taking this advice to heart, but is thriving
as a result – as demonstrated by record attendance to our one-day conferences, MRS
Awards 2016 and annual conference Impact 2016 (p.8).
With such a pace of change, there has never been a more exciting time to enter this
sector. The launch of our re-vamped network for young researchers: &more, provides the
inspiration and peer support that young people need as they establish their careers (p.4).
As we said a fond farewell to outgoing MRS President Dame Dianne Thompson DBE, we
were delighted to announce at annual conference that Jan Gooding, Global Inclusion
Director at Aviva, would become the new President of MRS. Jan doesn’t lend her name
(and time) to causes lightly, and her acceptance is a further example of the importance
with which this sector is viewed.
Inclusion is important to our sector; if we cannot reflect the society we seek to
understand we undermine our very reason for existing in the first place. We must ensure
that everyone has the opportunity to reach their potential. We need to ensure that the
brightest young people – whatever their background – see our sector as a great career
opportunity. I am delighted that our university roadshows are thriving and that the MRS
Mentoring Scheme is growing fast. We all agree that more should be done, and MRS is
developing to support our members as new needs evolve.

Jane Frost, CBE
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Protecting Research
MRS Policy Unit
Mrs.org.uk/policy
Maintaining an active programme of targeted lobbying and representation
domestically, in Europe and further afield has enhanced our profile and allowed
us to continue to effectively represent the interests of the market, opinion and
social research sector.
During this period ongoing advocacy and engagement
on regulatory and policy initiatives focused on the
implementation of data protection reforms in the UK
against the background of the UK’s planned withdrawal
from the EU.
Data protection
Building on prior sustained work by MRS on data
protection and privacy, we met with the new
Commissioner and staff teams at the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO). The meetings allowed
MRS to highlight the implications of the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) for the research sector
and underscored our commitment to continue
working with the ICO to communicate the broader data
regulation and protection messages.
As well as ongoing dialogue we also responded
to published consultations by the regulators and
responsible ministries. These included:
•• ICO consultation on consent under the GDPR
•• Department of Culture, Media and Sports (DCMS)
call for views about the proposed revision of the
ePrivacy regime.
Greater data sharing in the public sector will make more
effective use of existing data sets. The importance of
appropriate ethical and legal safeguards was reflected in
our responses:
•• joint response (together with the Census and
Geodemographics Group (CGG)) to the Cabinet
Office on their Better Use of Data Consultation
•• direct engagement with the House of Commons
Public Bill Committee on the Digital Economy Bill.
Electronic communications
Protection of privacy of individuals from unwanted
unsolicited calls is an area in which MRS continues to
be active. This is particularly important in light of the
negative impact on the sector of sugging (i.e. selling
under the guise of research) and frugging (fund
raising under the guise of research).
MRS Annual Review 2016/17

MRS has worked closely with the ICO and other
approved regulators through Operation LINDEN. This
is a multi-agency group which captures and shares
intelligence effectively and promotes coordinated
activity to maximise enforcement opportunities against
individuals and organisations responsible for breaching
electronic communications legislation. During this year
the ICO also issued its first enforcement fine for sugging,
a visible and tangible recognition of the harm caused by
this misleading practice.
Another key area was our engagement with
telecommunications operators implementing various
“call blocking” systems to allow customers to block or
divert unwanted calls to a “junk” voicemail. MRS worked
to ensure that systems had suitable safeguards and
processes and supported member organisations when
undertaking research exercises.
Trading and business environment
Policy engagement occurs across the UK and covers
devolved matters. We contributed to consultations
on changes to procurement in Wales and to a UK-wide
consultation on proposals for extending protection for
micro businesses in non-regulated sectors.

“A valid, actionable insight achieves
nothing unless it reaches the
relevant decision-makers and they
act on it.”
Patrick Barwise,
Emeritus Professor of Management
and Marketing, LBS and Patron of MRS,
writing in the Delphi Group report
‘Towards an insight driven organisation’.
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Protecting Research
International
Mrs.org.uk/international
EFAMRO
EFAMRO, the European Research Federation, represents the interests of
research businesses to the European Parliament, European Commission and
Council of Europe. MRS has been a member since 2006, and since 2009
has undertaken all standards, policy and public affairs activities on behalf of
the Federation.
EFAMRO continued to lead representations on
the proposed GDPR (working with ESOMAR).
Activities included:
•• development and circulation of a GDPR Advocacy
Toolkit for use by all national associations to engage
meaningfully with their national governments
•• participation in EU Regulators Policy Workshops on
behalf of EU-wide research sector
•• dialogue on the approach to enhanced EU selfregulation against the background of EU-wide data
protection reforms.
Global Research Business Network
The Global Research Business Network (GRBN) of
which MRS is a founding partner, committed to effective
sub-committee working on priority areas across all
organisations and built on its existing profile in the sector.

“Crime is not seen as real on the
internet. Threats are not viewed
as real. And as a consequence
everything we’ve built this on is
toxic. The fact that there are no
laws tells us at some point that
social media, like San Francisco,
will burn to the ground. It’s not
sustainable as it is, and it will
be rebuilt.”
Caitlin Moran,
columnist and best-selling author,
speaking at Impact 2017

Activities included:
•• consultation on updated ESOMAR-GRBN Mobile
Research Guideline
•• launch of GRBN news website with a dedicated page
for each regional federation
•• endorsement of the Building Public Trust Engagement
Programme, that seeks to impact on participation
rates, as well as data quality, speed of delivery and
efficiency, by regional federations and national
associations
•• refinement of the Global Participant Engagement
Initiative to ensure it continues as an action – and
results-based initiative by setting ambitious goals for
the programme
•• launch with the Boston Consulting Group of the ROI
from Insight self-assessment tool.
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Activities and Highlights
Membership Events
Mrs.org.uk/membership
Speaker evenings and IJMR lectures
The regular programme of speaker evenings and
IJMR lectures continued throughout the year. Topics
included ‘Social ethics’, ‘Understanding the Chinese
consumer’ and ‘Optimising customer behaviour through
behavioural economics’.
MRS Roadshow
Over the Winter and Spring MRS held seven roadshows
around the country in the following locations – Leeds,
Cardiff, Edinburgh, London, Birmingham, Winchester and
Nottingham. The roadshow focused on GDPR and data
protection and new services for younger members.
Special interest groups
ADAN, the MRS Advanced Analytics Network, aims to
help identify, develop and disseminate best practice
throughout the sector in the general area of advanced
analytics. The network had a very popular event in
November with speakers from UK and the Netherlands.
In figures
570 attendees at speaker evenings and
special group events
610 attendees at regional events
Around the UK
Events were run by existing networks in Manchester,
Northern Ireland, Scotland and the South West. The
Best of Impact conference returned to The Lowry in
Salford for it’s biggest year yet and a half-day conference
was held in Leeds in November.
Social events
The 18th annual 5-a-side football tournament took place
at Hanwell Town FC in July, with 27 male teams and 7
female teams; the Charity Golf Day in aid of the MRBA
returned to Chobham Golf Club; and the rooftop of The
Grange St Paul’s hosted another well-attended MRS
Summer Party.
Industry Leaders’ Lunch
Jane Frost hosted the fifth annual lunch for agency
CEOs and senior client-side professionals during Impact
2017. The 54 invited guests were given a presentation
from new President of MRS Jan Gooding.
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Awards
To mark the 70th anniversary of MRS, seven Honorary
Fellowships were announced throughout the year
to individuals who had demonstrated the power of
evidence in the business, creative and social sectors;
these included author and ethnographer Bill Bryson
OBE, the Rt Hon Dame Margaret Hodge MP and
Unilever’s Keith Weed. In addition, six other Fellows
were presented at the fifth Excellence Awards lunch
at The Langham; the Oppies took place in September,
celebrating the operational teams and businesses that
keep the sector running; and the MRS Awards Dinner
returned to Supernova in December, again breaking all
previous attendance records with 874 guests.
&more
&more launched this March with over 100 young
researchers at Twitter’s offices in London. This was
followed by July’s sell out ‘NxtGen branding’ event at
Unilever, with a summer party in August. Additionally,
&more members continue to be involved in blogging
for our website Research-Live.com, volunteering as
speakers at our University Roadshow and with the MRS
Mentoring scheme.
MRS Members as of 31 March 2017
A
Total = 4,850

B

C

A Fellows and Honorary Fellows 2%
B Certified Members 34%
C Members 64%
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Activities and Highlights
Professional Development
Mrs.org.uk/qualifications
Training
2,565 individuals received some form of training from
MRS, including 1,450 in face-to-face training in our fully
equipped training suite.
103 training courses were delivered over 128 days
in MRS’s face-to-face training programme, covering
research skills and complementary business and
leadership skills across all levels of complexity and
catering to delegates with different levels of experience.
These covered the principal methodologies along with
new and emerging techniques to keep the programme
as up-to-date as possible.
New courses were introduced on subjects such
as sensory evaluation, creative thinking, working
collaboratively, coaching and communication, design
training, finding the story in data, data science and using
R in data analysis.
513 individuals took part in MRS’s flexible online
training services, covering both research and business/
leadership skills.
188 candidates achieved the introductory level MRS
Certificate via the MRS online exam.
50 days of bespoke in-company training was delivered to
29 different clients including blue chip clients, academia,
central government and government agencies and
research businesses. 602 attendees were reached with
training in this way.
We delivered a series of 12 webinars (a mix of live and
pre-recorded) in late spring and again in autumn that
drew in 214 attendees across the two series.
Qualifications
MRS Advanced Certificate in Market & Social
Research Practice
In this financial year a total of 374 candidates
participated in assessment for the Advanced
Certificate qualification.
225 candidates were awarded the qualification – a 60%
pass rate.

MRS Diploma in Market and Social Research
There were 48 unit participations in the June 2016 and
December 2016 MRS Diploma assessment rounds with
12 participants awarded the overall qualification having
successfully completed all four units.
MRS Certificate in Digital Interviewing Skills for Market
& Social Research
Fourteen interviewers from Girl Effect Nigeria
commenced the MRS Certificate in Digital Interviewing
Skills for Market & Social Research using TEGA
methodology to determine the effectiveness of the
Oxfam Refugee Resettlement Programme in Maiduguri,
Nigeria. The qualification recognises the range of
attitudes, knowledge and skills required by research
interviewers to conduct effective interviews via handheld technology with participants in market and/or social
research projects.
Bespoke training accreditation
Three bespoke accreditations were awarded to
employer programmes that map against the MRS
Professional Development Framework, including
Unilever’s global Qualitative Accreditation.
Careers
Plans for the transition of ownership of the Graduate
Roadshow from senior practitioners to MRS commenced
in 2016/17. 15 roadshows took place delivering to 685
students. The roadshows raise the profile of a career in
research and give students an insight into the practical
applications of market and social research.
Mentoring
Following a successful pilot the MRS Mentoring Scheme
was fully launched in September 2016. The scheme has
been well received with 46 partnerships ongoing from
launch, with further phases planned.
CPD
The MRS CPD programme continues to attract
registrations, providing members with a framework
to demonstrate their achievements, gain recognition
for their professionalism and take control planning
their careers.

There was candidate representation in nine countries.
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Activities and Highlights
Publishing
Mrs.org.uk/resources
MRS produces a range of content across numerous print
titles and digital channels. This includes peer reviewed
academic papers, daily breaking news, and in-depth
special reports and video interviews with research leaders.
MRS Delphi Group
MRS Delphi Group is the MRS think tank to the research
sector which brings the biggest issues into focus. This
year saw the publication of ‘Towards an insight-driven
organisation’ – which aimed to define and benchmark
the characteristics of an insight driven organisation.
Using data from an online questionnaire for clients, the
report was able to create a blueprint that identified the
skills, structures, processes and behaviours of a truly
insight-driven organisation. The report proved to be the
most successful publication from the MRS Delphi Group
to date.
mrs.org.uk
MRS continues to invest in the online home of MRS
membership. The website provides a single point of
access to all MRS services and content, including events
and training. The site also showcases annual conference
videos, Delphi reports and promotes new initiatives like
the new network for young practitioners &more.
Research Live
Marking a new major fixture in research publications,
the first annual report for the UK research industry –
the ‘Research Live Industry Report’ – was published
in January 2017. For the first time a single publication
brought together the MRS league tables with expert
commentary from sector experts. With a dedicated
editorial team, the website continues to be the first
port of call for research news and opinion, with a large
international audience.
Impact magazine
The quarterly members magazine, Impact, which is
also sent to several thousand non-member clients and
commissioners of research, continues its unrivalled
coverage of the trends, brands and individuals that are
showing how research delivers commercial growth.
Content is now made available free on registration to
research-live.com. This year saw interviews with Byron
Sharp, Cilla Snowball and Lyn Goleby, and case studies
including Spotify, the Red Cross, Visit Britain and Travelex.
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The Research Buyers Guide
The guide continues to be the core reference tool for
anyone buying research with over 1,500 print copies sent
to vetted client side research buyers. The accompanying
website is upgraded every year to better showcase
company listings. This year saw significant investment
in online marketing and search optimisation – including
the launch of a responsive mobile version of the website
researchbuyersguide.com – to ensure it is the first port
of call when looking for research suppliers online.
#IPAsocialworks
With representatives from MRS, IPA, Marketing Society
and a number of brands including Twitter and Facebook,
#IPAsocialworks is a cross industry initiative to improve
social media measurement and effectiveness. Two
important reports were published this year and the
group hosted panel sessions at Impact 2016, MRS
Annual Conference. The reports were:
•• Integrated, Not Isolated – using social media data to
improve customer insight
•• One, Not Everyone – using social media to personalise
consumer experiences.
Social media
MRS has a network of influential Twitter handles, LinkedIn
groups and Facebook pages which enable engagement
with members, individuals and interest groups, and
the sharing of important news and content. With a
combined reach of circa 48,000 followers across all
MRS Twitter accounts, including @researchlive (27,000)
MRS continues to be the most influential research media
brand on Twitter.
The International Journal of Market Research
Complementing the bi-monthly print publication,
which is free to MRS Fellows and Certified members,
the IJMR website mrs.org.uk/ijmr offers an archive of
papers dating back more than 20 years as well as the
latest issue, digital first papers and editor-in-chief Peter
Mouncey’s topical blog.
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Activities and Highlights
Company Partnership
Accreditation
Mrs.org.uk/companypartner
MRS Company Partners saw an increase of 2% in
organisations and client side insight and marketing teams
becoming accredited during 2016/17. The team continued
to strengthen engagement with all areas, especially in the
delivery of bespoke standards training and developing
bespoke training and professional development training
solutions for client side organisations.

Company Partner Statistics:

L
J

H
C

During 2016/17 MRS hosted the first closed doors client
dinner uncovering the ‘world of the dark web’.

“With big data it’s very easy to
get significant correlations that
don’t mean anything. I think we
need more statisticians to help us
and there’s a shortage of them in
this sector. We have to go out to
get graduates.”

B

I

During 2016/17 MRS continued to develop the qualitative
recruitment scheme with AQR. A consultation was begun
to review two draft training modules, an Administration
Handbook, and a Compliance handbook.

The Fair Data team presented at various events and
advised organisations of the upcoming changes to data
protection via GDPR and how Fair Data can help. New
information including a GDPR timeline was developed and
a ‘one year to go’ campaign was targeted at MRS members
MRS members, Fair Data organisations and prospects.

A

K

The MRS Company Partner Operations Network now
has circa 300 members. The most recent event was at
full capacity and focused on preparing for the GDPR and
featured a stimulating discussion on dropout rates. The
MRS Operations Awards was another highly anticipated
event with over 200 people attending the evening.

Fair Data
Fair Data continues to grow and in 2016/17 saw a 14%
increase in organisations becoming accredited.

N

M

G
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

F

E

D

Turnover ≤ £250,000 7%
Turnover £250,001 to £1 million 20%
Turnover £1,000,001 to £2 million 11%
Turnover £2,000,001 to £3 million 4%
Turnover £3,000,001 to £4 million 2%
Turnover £5,000,001 to £10 million 1%
Bespoke 19%
Clients 14%
Consultants 5%
Data Processing Companies 1%
Field Companies 6%
Recruitment Agencies 1%
Software Companies 5%
Viewing Facilities 4%

Dr Liz Nelson,
co-founder of TNS, advisor to the board
of Fly Research and a Fellow of MRS
interviewed by Research Live

MRS Annual Review 2016/17
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Activities and Highlights
Conferences
Mrs.org.uk/events
MRS Annual Conference – Impact 2017
The MRS Annual Conference 2017 returned to the
Grange Tower Hill Hotel in London. Taking place on 14
and 15 March the conference provided a multi streamed
event welcoming over 120 speakers and session chairs.
Keynote speakers included Nicola Mendelsohn CBE,
vice president EMEA, Facebook, author and columnist,
Caitlin Moran; historian, author and broadcaster Dan
Snow; former shadow chancellor of the exchequer Ed
Balls; academic, author and broadcaster Hannah Fry and
psychologist and author Oliver James.
The conference welcomed over 800 participants from
a diverse spread of practitioners across the spectrum of
clients, suppliers, specialist, consultants, academics and
the wider media.

“No one is able to say that their
sector or company is completely
inclusive. You are no exception
- and it’s important that you put
some energy into addressing the
issues that have been uncovered,
working from your strengths, so
you never doubt your ability to be
insightful about the people you
profess to understand.”

One day conferences
MRS continued to provide a series of one-day
conferences, attracting over 860 attendees over the
year. The annual sector conferences, Financial Services,
Kids and Youth and Healthcare continued, alongside
two new events Travel Tourism & Hospitality and Social
Media.
Customers Exposed ran for its third year in 2016/17
once again bringing together 10 speakers identifying
10 trends in modern commerce and understanding.
Methodology in Context returned for second year in
2016/17; the conference brought together 10 speakers
offering insights into the practice and implications
of research methodologies that generate consumer
and citizen insight. A new conference Technology and
Data Summit was launched in 2016/17 which examined
the implications of how technology and data help
researchers and brands connect with customers
and society.
BIG/MRS Company Partner Service Conference
In 2016 MRS continued the partnership with BIG
Conference to deliver the fourth BIG/MRS CPS
Conference collaboration. Following the success in 2015
of changing the format from a multi-day residential
conference to a one-day event, the conference returned
to the May Fair Hotel in London on 30 June 2016.

Jan Gooding,
new President of MRS
in her opening speech at
Impact 2017

MRS Annual Review 2016/17
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Activities and Highlights
Standards and Self-Regulation
Mrs.org.uk/standards
The MRS Code of Conduct is the basis of the selfregulation framework for the research sector. Our view
is that the great majority of members genuinely strive to
achieve good standards and meet best practice.
The MRS Market Research Standards Board (MRSB)
revised the disciplinary regulations to ensure that MRS’
disciplinary responsibilities continue to be carried out
cost effectively and in line with regulatory best practice.
The Board also:
•• developed a recruiter accreditation compliance
framework to support MRS new activities in this area
•• issued new Predictive Dialler Regulations, to reflect
the new Ofcom regulations on Persistent Misuse of
communication systems, together with a Telephone
Research Guidance outlining changes in the UK and
the US
•• published two new MRS Best Practice Guidance
Notes on reading opinion polls and using age bands
when researching over 65s.
Equipping members and accredited companies to meet
new GDPR obligations was a focal point for the standards
department during 2016/2017. We successfully:
•• launched a GDPR in Brief series on specific data
protection topics. This series designed for research
practitioners included an overview of the GDPR, a
compliance checklist and implications of changes for
data processors
•• delivered nine individually tailored in-house GDPR
Briefings for client side accredited companies in
addition to speaking at member events such as the
MRS Roadshow and speaker evenings.
We also shared our data protection expertise with a
wider audience covering the rail industry, the arts sector
as well as exhibition organisers; advising them on the
implementation of robust frameworks and systems
to reflect forthcoming data protection and privacy
requirements.
Refresher training was delivered for members of the
Disciplinary Authority on the Code of Conduct and
Disciplinary Regulations.
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Codeline has continued to be a valuable source of
support for research practitioners seeking advice
on ethical best practice and legal data protection
obligations. Data protection and the impact of the
GDPR has been a large part of the Codeline workload
over the last year and we expect this trend to continue
going forward. Although the number of overall enquiries
decreased over the reporting period, the workload itself
has increased with more complex and detailed queries
being posed by researchers. Telephone advice was
provided for straightforward queries. However, we expect
the bulk of the workload to be addressed by email and
this is reflected in our decision to start reporting only on
email queries.
Codeline total – 242*
Data protection
78
Re-contact9
Participant
confidentiality21
Mystery shopping 
4
Non-research21
Record retention
8
Researching children 20
Incentives31
Product test
8
Observation3
Unreasonable client
requests1
Client anonymity
1
Questionnaires
6
All other
31
*Email queries only

Disciplinary cases
Member
Complaint upheld
Complaint not upheld
Outstanding at
31 March
Company Partner
Complaint upheld
Complaint not upheld
Outstanding at
31 March
Complaint topics
Member
Data collection
Company Partner
Data protection

0
0
1
1
0
0

1
1

Complaints resolved
by the standards
department
Interviewer behaviour 3
Incentives6
Employment dispute 1
Research design
2
Panels5
Misleading participants 1
Handling refusals
2
Total20
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Activities and Highlights
Media
Mrs.org.uk/media
Highlights of the MRS media campaign
2016/17 included:
•• proactive media relations commenting on agreed
themes and news stories across broadcast, national
and sector trade titles including the Sage and Yahoo
data breaches; sharing of personal data between
Whatsapp and Facebook; the emergence of new
emotion-tracking technologies and their application
within market and social research; Admiral’s approach
to consumer privacy and creating successful
online communities
•• further profiling MRS’ expertise on changes to the
census and related data privacy concerns with the
Financial Times
•• providing commercial updates to the research press
on the convening of a steering committee for the MRS
regional network in Northern Ireland; the appointment
of Jane Frost CBE to the WIRe (Women in Research)
advisory board; the launch of MRS’ data security
toolkit ahead of GDPR; the creation of a specialist
MRS mentoring scheme for the research sector; MRS’
partnership with the Richmond Events’ Market Insight
Forum; an MRS study examining the experience of
interviewers working on random probability (RP)
studies and MRS’ annual league tables
•• launching the Archive of Market and Social Research
(AMSR) and announcing MRS’ 70th anniversary with
BBC Radio 4’s flagship consumer affairs programme
You & Yours before profiling further with marketing
and research titles
•• working with Raconteur to develop the second
annual special report entitled ‘The Insight Economy’;
providing guidance on how businesses transfer the
lessons of Brexit to issues around trust, personal data
and the consumer
•• profiling research from GRBN, Opinium and Dapresy
on the decline of trust in government following the
Brexit result with marketing and research press
•• supporting Paragon and GRBN’s partnership to create
a global research database
•• launching the Delphi report ‘Towards an insight driven
organisation’ with research and marketing press

Throughout the period 76 positive pieces of media
coverage were achieved in the following publications:
National/international
•• Financial Times
•• Harvard Business Review
•• City A.M.
•• Raconteur/The Times
•• BBC Radio 4: You & Yours
•• BBC Radio Sheffield
•• Ghana News Agency
Marketing and research press
•• MR Web
•• Marketing Week
•• Marketing
•• Campaign
•• Market Research World
•• Research Live
•• WARC
•• Daily Research News Online
Sector press
•• Business to Community
•• Marktforschung
•• IT Pro Portal
•• Just-Food
•• Market Leader
•• igniyte

“Right now, we’re living in a moment
when it feels like consumer
behaviour is changing faster than
ever before, and like colour TV then,
the new medium is mobile.”
Nicola Mendelsohn CBE,
vice-president EMEA, Facebook
speaking at Impact 2017

•• arranging for journalist attendance and profiling the
MRS awards 2015 and Impact 2016 with a wide range
of research, marketing and national media.

MRS Annual Review 2016/17
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Financials

The following summary of key financial information
is extracted from the audited accounts for the
year 2016/17.
A copy of the Statutory Report and Accounts which will
be submitted to Companies House is available to MRS
members on request.
Summary Income and Expenditure Account (£’000)
Income
2016–17
Individual membership subscriptions
662
Company Partner Service
372
Publications & information services
843
Training & qualifications
783
Conferences & seminars
566
Other services
435
Total
3,661

2015–16
696
367
823
696
513
405
3,500

Expenditure
Cost of activities
Employment
Other administration less sundry
income
Net financing charges & taxation
Total

2016–17
1,229
1,722

2015–16
1,139
1,660

674
6
6
8
2
3,631
5

658
19
3,476

Recognised gains and losses
Net surplus
Adjustment on property value
Contribution to reserves

2016–17
26
30
0
26
9
30

2015–16
24
0
24

2016–17
4,450
(791)
799
(112)
1
06
5
3,547

2015–16
4,450
(913)
(18)
3,519

Summary Balance Sheet (£’000)
Tangible assets
Net current liabilities
Long term liabilities
Net Assets
Property revaluation reserve
Income & expenditure account
Reserves

MRS Annual Review 2016/17

2,128
1,419
7
3,547
5

2,128
1,391
3,519
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Company Details
Main Board and Officers
2016/2017

Jane Frost, CBE
Chief Executive Officer,
MRS

Dame Dianne Thompson,
DBE
President, MRS

Crispin Beale
Co-Chair, CMRS

Danny Russell
Co-Chair, CMRS

Phyllis Macfarlane
Chair Designate, FMRS

Richard Silman
Immediate Past Chair,
FMRS

Martin Cary,
Honorary SecretaryTreasurer, CMRS

David Alterman
MMRS

Stephen Bairfelt
CMRS

Nick Baker
CMRS

Ruth Betts
CMRS

Richard Drury
CMRS

Richard Ellwood
CMRS

Kirsty Fuller
CMRS

Geoff Gosling
CMRS

Liz Nelson, OBE
FMRS

Nick North
CMRS

Richard Sheldrake
FMRS

Jake Steadman
MMRS
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Company Details
Company Information
The Market Research Society (MRS)
With members in more than 50 countries, MRS is the
world’s leading authority for research and business
intelligence. It’s for everyone with professional equity in
market, social and opinion research (whether you use
it or provide it) and in market analysis, customer insight
and consultancy.
Evidence matters
Evidence helps build strategy and reduce risk; it’s
essential for good commercial and public policy
decisions. If you need, use, generate or interpret
evidence, MRS can help you. Our members have
commissioned and provided evidence that has helped
elections, launch global brands and understand
profound trends in society. We support, promote and
aim to enrich the research and business world.
In consultation with our individual members and
Company Partners, MRS supports best practice
by setting and enforcing industry standards. The
commitment to uphold the MRS Code of Conduct is
supported by the Codeline service and a wide range of
specialist guidelines.

The Market Research Society
(Limited by Guarantee)
Company Number 518685
Registered office and
business address
The Old Trading House
15 Northburgh Street
London EC1V 0JR
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7490 4911
Fax: +44 (0)20 7490 0608
Email: info@mrs.org.uk
Website: www.mrs.org.uk
Auditors
Arram Berlyn Gardner LLP
30 City Road
London EC1Y 2AB
Bankers
Barclays Bank plc
27 Soho Square
London W1D 3QR
Solicitors
Bates Wells Braithwaite
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